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HiBREW H12 pour-over coffee maker
Discover great tasting coffee with the HiBREW H12 multifunctional coffee maker. This 3-in-1 device combines a pour-over coffee maker,
coffee brewer and tea brewer, offering a variety of flavors and aromas with every use. A water container with a measuring cup provides
information on how many cups of coffee will be poured into the pot, while a removable funnel makes drip coffee preparation easy. The
machine's thoughtful design, smart features and sleek design make it a great addition to any kitchen.
 
Multifunctionality and high quality brewing
The HiBREW H12 is not only a pour-over coffee maker, but also a device that allows you to brew coffee and tea, making it an ideal choice
for  any  lover  of  these  beverages.  The  use  of  a  high-density  stainless  steel  filter  ensures  the  delicate  flavor  of  each  brew,  while  the
keep-warm function allows you to enjoy it for a longer period of time.
 
Simple operation and easy cleaning
The HiBREW H12 coffee maker features intuitive one-button operation,  making its  use simple and convenient.  The "anti-drip" function
eliminates the problem of  unsightly  coffee stains and drips,  and the possibility  of  quick cleaning further  enhances the convenience of
use. What's more, the high-quality glass used for the pot is resistant to high temperatures, and the transparent funnel makes it easy to
control the brewing process.
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Enjoy the aroma of coffee even longer
The HiBrew pour-over coffee maker is completely safe to use. Smart features such as automatic power-off after 40 minutes will allow you
to prepare your coffee in the morning and leave home with a calm head, without worrying whether you remembered to turn the machine
off.  Quick heating of water, or keeping the finished beverage warm, ensure that your instant coffee will retain its pleasant aroma and
richness of flavor for longer.
 
Included
Coffee maker
Removable funnel
Stainless steel filter
 
ManufacturerHiBrewModelH12Water tank capacity0,75 lRated voltage220-240V 700 W/ 120 V 700 WDimensions130 × 220 × 275 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 66.5061

Agora: € 61.50

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Coffee makers
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